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T

he idea of the overman becomes conceptually articulated only in the
works of Friedrich Nietzsche. It is him who creates the discourse of
explicit speaking on the matter of the overman in the actual space
of European culture, the discourse which initiated manifold receptions of
formally “Nietzschean” overman and also had an impact on the general image
of the overman established in the public consciousness in twentieth and early
twenty-first centuries. However, trying to reconstruct and articulate Nietzsche’s
take on the overman rationally and philosophically, we unavoidably face the
problem of “semantic obscurity” of his works. It is caused by Nietzsche’s bent
to the philosophic poetics embodied in his aphoristic, metaphoric intertextual
word form, with which he aims to endow philosophy with a quality of
permanently becoming creative thought, generated by each subject actively
involved in it.
Nietzsche begins to speak of the overman explicitly only in Thus spoke
Zarathustra, where he introduces the special name “Übermensch” for the
first time. Considering the genesis of Nietzsche’s philosophy, the stages of
formation and forms of explication of the overman idea in it, there are some
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general characteristics of the Übermensch to be distinguished which appear
in the following key conceptual spheres of the whole continuum of Nietzsche’s
thought: Dionysism, nihilism and will to power. The former two had actually
been articulated before the latter was conceptually defined. Each of them has a
nomadic semantic and forms its own dimension attributing the Übermensch,
and at the same time demonstrating his intertextual incorporation into
Nietzsche’s philosophic discourse.
Dionysism undergoes an anthropologically orientated transformation and
deflects in the subjective personal dimension in the Übermensch. Accordingly,
the Übermensch, a “Dionysian man” in Nietzsche’s perspective, is endowed
with “vitality”, which actualizes some biological intentions and creates a space
of one’s “vital liberation”. At the same time, Dionysism introduces creative
energetics and a residual teleology of an aesthetic kind which transform into
“anthropocultural fertility”.
The “nihilism of strength” becomes for one an instrument to destroy the
“old tables” – superficial values – and to clear space for reevaluation in the
first place. It appears to be a way to objectify the intention of freedom, which
is deeply characteristic of Nietzsche’s Übermensch.
The concept of the “will to power” as the basis of the Übermensch brings
together and deflects the Dionysian tendency and the “nihilism of strength”
to some extent. The Übermensch actually explicates himself ontologically
through the act of his powerful willing. Being in possession of Macht, a person
is able to overstep the limits of Good and Evil as outward ethical absolutes and
to create the world of values, thus being established in the rank of an overman,
according to Nietzsche. Yet the conventional overman mode of being is aimed
at permanently determining and reproducing the will to power. Everything
that leads to its increase and amplification is good, while everything that
brings to its decrease is evil. The will to power as a feature of the overman is
in the first place an active postulation and explication of ego which allows the
subject to affirm his/her self in its original authenticity.
As a result, we come to a conclusion that Nietzsche’s Übermensch is
a human being of vital spirituality who has made a radical reevaluation of
values, who has denied all the transcendental metaphysical foundations of
life, all external absolutes-regulators, and who has become the lawmaker of
new values owing to the permanent-dynamic becoming of the will to power.
However, this definition determines only the general outline but does not
reveal the actual substantial foundations of the Übermensch. This is due to the
fact that definitiveness as a form of completeness eliminates the state of actual
permanent becoming through the augmentation of the will to power immanent
to the Übermensch, and thus the Übermensch is basically inexpressible in the
modality of universal and complete anthropological models.
The main contribution Nietzsche made to define the overman is that he
showed vividly and determinately that overman is, as a point of a should-be
and necessary anthropologic evolution; however, Nietzsche does not give
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any clear articulation of the subject-matter of what the overman is. He leaves
the idea to be an open form-metaphor of the horizon of the superb human
changeability.
Keywords: overman, Nietzsche, human being, Übermensch, dionysism,
nihilism of strength, will to power, free minds, nomadic perspective on man,
reevaluation of values
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